
 

October 18, 2011 

TIME ROVERS GO LIVE 
Live call-in show to discuss Disney Parks Past, Present & Future 

 

ANAHEIM - On Thursday, October 20th, 2011, MAGIC 24.7 will take to the airwaves live for the first-

ever edition of Time Rovers. 

The new weekly one-hour program will pay tribute to the Disney Company's past, present and future. 

Throughout the program, the MAGICLINE - (424) 270-1955 - will be open for listeners to call in and join 

the discussion. 

"The key to this show is interaction", said Chris Reid, MAGIC 24.7 program director and co-host of Time 

Rovers. "We're going to take listeners calls, and bring them in on the conversation. This program will 

never be a show hogged by its hosts...we want to get listeners as involved as possible. With discussion 

about Disney Parks past, present and future, there is always something listeners will be able to bring to 

the table." 

The addition of a new show also means the addition of a personality to MAGIC 24.7 airwaves. Reid 

Davenport (@MstrFantastic on Twitter) has stepped up to the plate and will co-host Time Rovers. 

Davenport will bring his Disney Park knowledge and expertise to the table on Time Rovers and is happy 

to be part of the team. 

For the first edition of Time Rovers (7pm Pacific/10pm Eastern) will feature the topics: 

 

Past: What attraction would you bring back to life? 

Present: Is Disney expanding too much too fast now? 

Future: Avatar Land in Animal Kingdom. AND: Marvel characters in the parks - how should Marvel be 

added to Disney Parks & why hasn't it been added thus far (beyond merchandise)? 

Join MAGIC 24.7 for interactive discussion, and possibly some special guests, too. 

Follow Time Rovers on Twitter: @TimeRovers 

For more information contact: Chris Reid, program director, Time Rovers co-host, at 

mailto:programdirector@vacationsuperstation.com. 
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